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There are several ways to create a Datasource at WebSphere Application Server. In order to create 
one, we will create a authentication date entry that will be use in our datasource. Creating one, we 
can have to change a password in one place instead of changing the DS configuration.

Lets suppose that we have a DB2 database installed in our machine and have one user called XYZ 
with the password 123456, we will create this with this step:
 
1- Inside Security -> Global security -> Authentication -> J2C Authentication data, create a new 
authentication data entry with the following information: 

        We want to create for the Cell scope, to have this available to all the nodes in our cell: 
        User id: XYZ
        Password: 123456
        Description: Write access to database 1

2- Inside  Resources  ->  JDBC Providers  ,  for  each  NODE (in  our  case  we  want  to  have  one 
datasource to each node, the discussion about why have this in the node scope or have in the cell 
scope depends on what kind of app you are deploying, what kind of server, you may have a shared 
server(s), etc), go to DB2 Universal Database JDBC Driver Provider, then to Data Sources, and 
create a new DS with the following information: 

        Name: datasource1 
        JNDI Name: jdbc/datasource1
        Descripition: DB2 Universal Driver Datasource 

In the Component-managed authentication alias, you have to choose the Authentication data entry 
that you have created in the first step.
The  same  for  Container-manager  authentication  and  DefaultPrincipalMapping  for  Mapping-
configuration alias)
In the Database, you have to tell the information about you database, like:        

        Database name: MyDatabase 
        Driver type: 4 
        Server Name: localhost
        Port number: 50001

3- A good sanity check to do from the command line as well:

$ db2 connect to MyDatabase user XYZ using 123456

Database Connection Information

Database server = DB2 OS/390 8.1.5
SQL authorization ID = XXXX
Local database alias = MyDatabase

4- You can test your Datasource now and if its ok, use this at your application.
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